Dear Families:
Attached to this note, you will find a valentine list for the students in your child’s
class. We have spaced the names out and added lines so that your child can practice
his or her cutting skills while completing the valentines. We encourage you to begin
soon so that your child only has to do a few each day. This will make the entire process
more fun for everyone, and not a chore. We would like the Pre K class to sign their own
name on their valentines because this is great practice for writing their name. Many of
the 3&4 year olds have not yet mastered this skill, so if they are unable to do this or only
do a portion of it, we suggested an adult or older sibling assist. You may also choose to
use name stickers, or stamps in place of the 3&4 year olds signatures.
Everyone is encouraged to cut his or her own class valentine list apart on the
lines and then use a glue stick to attach the names of who they are to be delivered to.
This makes this entire process a worthwhile learning experience! Our 3’s & 4’s need this
additional practice. The Pre Kindergarten class is welcome to write their classmates’
names, rather than cutting and gluing their list if they would like. This will provide them
with additional writing practice. Please DO NOT feel obligated to provide the
teachers with valentines. This is only for those who would like the names!!
Students are welcome to attach treats or novelties to their valentines if they
would like, but these are by no means required. However, we do ask that your child
bring a valentine for each of his or her classmates so that everyone feels included! If
purchasing valentines provides a financial burden, please see Kristi. We want to help
your child be a part of the exchange.
Please put your child’s valentines in a plastic bag and allow your child to
deliver them to the teacher at the door. We will begin accepting them whenever
your child is finished. They will be stored in the office until our valentine holders
are completed.
We ask that all Valentines be turned in by Monday, February 11. As always,
if you have any questions, please feel free to ask.
-HSW Preschool Staff

Pre Kindergarten Class
Ellery

Leah

Tyler

Rylinn

Cole

Lucy G.

Noah

Hunter

Sophia

Wyatt P.

Aaden

Emma P.

Morgan

Coco

Rogan

Brooklyn V.

Ryland

Ashton

Ada

Luis

Ike

Zander

Miss Jennifer

Miss Georgia

Miss Rosalie

Grandma

Miss Kristi

3/4 Year Olds
Sadie

Grayson

Lauren

Eleanor

Lucy F.

Nora

Joshua

Louie

Charlie

Emma M.

Brooklyn S.

Jed

Mikey

Calvin

Emmett

Wyatt W.

Ivo

Sophia Luva

Loren

Aylin

Easton

Miss Jennifer

Miss Georgia

Miss Rosalie

Grandma

Miss Kristi

